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About This Game

BUILD YOUR OWN DREAM SKYSCRAPER

In "Mad Tower Tycoon" you can build your own skyscraper with more than 100 floors.
The classic construction gameplay leaves you all the freedom.

Rent offices, apartments or shops and build a financially lucrative skyscraper.
Build restaurants, cinemas, zoos or underground garages to satisfy your visitors.
There are countless ways to get the coveted "six-star award" for your skyscraper.

REALISTIC ELEVATORS
The waiting time should be increased? It should be avoided some floors?

No problem: the elevator system in "Mad Tower Tycoon" allows you different settings.
Avoid your visitors having to climb too many stairs or wait too long for the elevator.

RANDOM EVENTS
Not only dissatisfied tenants are causing you trouble.

A fire in the new office, an earthquake shakes your skyscraper or UFOs kidnap your tenants.
Different events provide variety and excitement.

LEVEL SYSTEM
Complete daily missions and have good statistics to gain experience.
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Earn skill points and unlock more than 50 skills.

DETAILED STATISTICS
You want to see which floors are dirty or where the noise is unbearable?

How many visitors came in the last 24 hours? Have I made a higher profit in the last 30 days?
The statistics and filters in "Mad Tower Tycoon" will give you a lot of information about the state of your skyscraper.
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Title: Mad Tower Tycoon
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Eggcode
Publisher:
Eggcode
Release Date: 18 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo 2.4Ghz or Higher / AMD 3Ghz or Higher

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 10 compatible with 1GB or better

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,German,Italian,French,Turkish,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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The gameplay is a lot more smoothed out than the first one, without many of the frustratingly tight moments of its predecessor.
It's still pretty spooky, atmospheric, and is a good bit longer and larger than the first game, with plenty to explore. Personally, I
felt the story of the first game was a bit more concise and powerful, but still enjoyed what this game had to tell.

If you considered the first game worth the asking price, I think the additional polish and length are worth the increase here..
Polyball was a really fun and addicting little marble game. I played a lot of the Marble Blast games when I was younger, so this
game was just for me. Finding the hidden trophies in every level can be a little bit of a challenge considering there is no guide,
but they're not so bad to find usually. The max amount of time it took me to find one in a level was around half an hour. You
can get all the score and gold medals in earlier sectors and then be able to just relax for the rest of the game once you hit that
sweet 135 medal mark for unlocking the last sector. Check astats guides for the distance grind.. Surprisingly good. Casual yet
frantic, bullets flying everywhere. Unique, enjoyable, I give it 8.5 / 10, despite it's low review score. You can't go wrong for the
price.. Wow, What can I say I want to see this out of interest. It looked erie from the screenshots, reminded me of Kings Field
for some reason.

Unfortunately turns out this is not a game really, I'm not sure what it is. All 6 levels are an open space with one little area to
search and collect and Item. Level 2 is a tower in forest. The tower is about 6x6m and 5 levels tall, 3 enemys killed in one shot
lift a crytstal level done. literally 10mins and your done, finished with the game.

Not all is bad. the music is very good adds a rellly nice haunted untertone to the game. I also repesct the fact that the person
whom made it put a lot of time in to it. It would have been hard to learn how to create and edit, something i can't do or would
ever bother trying. I really did like the simple and erie look to the game, just wish there was a game here to back it up with. But
for $1.50 what do you expect.

Just not sure why this was put on steam or how it passed any level of quality control by steam. There is no game here it is just
more someones muck around with Unity. Going by this I could literally create a game title sceen 10mins of anything you have
semi control over and bam its a game on steam.

Finally though for $1.50, I guess I got what I paid for. It will keep me entertained for an hour or so checking for anythign else
I've missed and seeing what maxing the spells does if anything. So for a Buck Fifty yeah I'll recommend it. You can get much
for that but you can get this ;). JUST DONT DO IT!!!

-Shia LaBeouf
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If i had played this anywhere else, I'd honestly call it a bland, empty, forgettable unity horror game. Though something about
VR elevates this to a worthwhile and memorable experience. If you've got 5$ to spare, I'd call this a good intro to VR horror..
As of 4/25/18, not worth it. I picked it up for 5 bucks, spent a few hours getting 45 floors down, and am bored. Not returning,
and will absolutely try again after 3.0 release. Feels like a standard dungeon crawler, with not so subtle puzzle elements on
choosing targets and equipment.. Gyromancer is a solid puzzle game that combines a simple crystal matching system with an
adventure mode and selectable creatures that bring a tactical advantage to each match. The music is well done and the artwork is
very good although cutscenes do not use any animations and are mostly reliant on text updates. The Steam Overlay is supported
but widescreen modes are not, resulting in a letterboxed image and squished aspect ratios on the intro splash videos. While these
minor issues are irritating, they are not enough to prevent me from recommending this title to anyone who enjoys puzzle games,
particularly fans of Pokemon or Magic the Gathering will find the tactical system adds an extra layer of interest to an otherwise
fairly standard puzzle game system. While not an essential title to anyone's collection Gyromancer a competent entry in the
puzzle genre.. I have had so much fun with each section or level, you can tell they work a lot on level design, is good to find so
many options to overcome a situation or an enemy, its all about choices and the way the story takes you further and further, the
change of pace was a surprise during boss battles but so rewarding after you defeat them. (But when i got klilled i was going
crazy hahaha) A great game over all, indie studios are bringing the game up and im so glad they do.

Positives:
+Great stealth
+Music and visuals
+Takedowns
+tools to use in many ways
+Solid AI
+Bosses
+abilities evolution

Negatives:
-NO trading cards

I totally recommend it .. They had a great title and they got rid of it

CROSS†CHANNEL Now available!:
Now available: CROSS†CHANNEL - the story of 8 students reliving the same week on an eternal loop.
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http://store.steampowered.com/app/812560/CROSSCHANNEL_Steam_Edition/

About CROSS†CHANNEL ~Steam Edition~. February 10 update:

 Added hotkeys explanations in the Codex dungeon manual (Instant battle and big map view)

 Dungeon movements keyboard controls can now be remapped in the Config menu (Only letter and number keys are
accepted)

 Relocated floor 6's East waypoint

 Added 2 new waypoints to floor 6

Edit: Crash when entering the dungeon caused by this update has been fixed.. Lunar New Year Steam SALE 2019 continue!
Discounts on games up to 90%! 3 days left!:
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Lunar New Year Steam Sale 2019 continue! With great deals across the Steam catalog.

You can also purchase our games with very good discounts!

Therefore, we have prepared for you a list of our games that can be bought with a good discount!

List of our games with a good discount:. GACHIMUCHI REBIRTH:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1010660/. Version 1.6 Released!:
We swapped the game engine to a lot newer version. The change affects all major parts of the game and every main feature has
been reviewed and changed a bit. The new version should have improved stability and compatibility. The most noteworthy
changes are improved physics, VR controls, bloom in VR and online multiplayer.

For the next version we are aiming to add avatars, achievements and private online halls. Join the development discussion at our
community hub or discord server!
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